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1. Executive summary
The performed work explored several aspects of how to initialize ensemble hindcast experiments, in
particular how to
(i)

generate the perturbation to create an ensemble and how to

(ii)

initialize using either full or anomaly initialization.

For both aspects, different groups carried out a number of different experiments, all in the Earth system
models covering both seasonal and decadal ensemble simulations.
Specifically, the following work was performed:
CNRS explored in the IPSL-model the impact of different initial state perturbation strategies on the skill
and reliability of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) predictions. In a perfect model
configuration, the relative importance of atmospheric, oceanic and deep oceanic initial state
uncertainties on seasonal to decadal predictability was assessed for two methods: (a) white noise on
the temperature field of the oceanic initial state, and (b) specific perturbation pattern of the 3D
temperature field designed to optimally perturb the North Atlantic heat content.
IC3/BSC implemented into EC-Earth an ensemble Kalman Filter for sea ice concentration assimilation
in the climate model EC-Earth. A first ensemble sea ice reanalysis obtained from a stand-alone
configuration of EC-Earth is available for 20 years.
Uni Hamburg tested in MPI-ESM lagged and bred vector initialized ensemble perturbation techniques
in initialized ensemble hindcast simulations at both seasonal and decadal time scales. At seasonal
timescales, the analysis was also conducted in dependence of the model resolution and the number of
ensemble members used.
Uni Bonn (associated partner) worked in MPI-ESM on two ensemble generation methods: (a) Anomaly
Transform (AT) method which implements two different norms, and the total energy (TE) norm and the
ocean heat content (OHC) norm, and (b) the Breeding Technique based on extracting the Bred Vectors
(BV) which during an iterative procedure enhance the non-linearly growth of the uncertainties.
SMHI tested in EC-earth a spectral method of initialisation for multi-year prediction to ensure an accurate
phase and amplitude of the main modes of variability at initial time, in model's space.
Significant results
CNRS found that white noise perturbations mimicking random oceanic uncertainties have the same
impact as an atmospheric-only perturbation on the future evolution of the ensemble at interannual
timescale even if they are initially only located in the deep ocean. The optimal perturbation analysis
showed that the spread of the ensemble could be optimized for a specific forecast range.
IC3/BSC successfully implemented an ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) for sea ice concentration
assimilation. A 24-member ensemble reanalysis is now available from a stand-alone configuration for
1979-1999 and is being integrated up to 2015. An initial quality assessment of the reanalysis shows the
added value in terms of variability of the sea ice cover. Preliminary tests with the EnKF in coupled
configuration with EC-Earth show successful integration assimilation of observed sea ice concentration
data for 6 months. The simulation is ongoing.
Uni Hamburg found that an improved breeding implementation results in similar hindcast skill and
spread-error ratio as a lagged initialization at both seasonal and decadal time scales results in minor
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(mostly regional) differences between the methods, suggesting no clear advantage of one method over
the other.
Uni Bonn showed an overall the success of the implemented ensemble generation methods on interannual timescales and on a global scale that measured up to 5%. The maximum asset is achieved at
the fifth lead year. The highest profits of the methods are found on regional scales.
SMHI found systematically improved skill using the spectral method of initialization with a small set of
hindcasts; hence, the method should be tested in a larger set of experiments. For sea-ice initialization,
the resulting hindcast skill depends strongly on the SST and sea-ice tstaestate, hence the anomalies of
Arctic and Antarctic sea-ice should be initialized with attention to their decal modulations.
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2. Project objectives
With this deliverable, the project has contributed to the achievement of the following objectives (see
DOW Section B.1.1.2):

No.
1.

Objective
Yes
To achieve an objective exhaustive evaluation of current forecast
quality from dynamical, statistical, and consolidated systems to
identify the factors limiting s2d predictive capability

2.

To test specific hypotheses for the improvement of s2d predictions, x
including novel mechanisms responsible for high-impact events
using a process-based verification approach

3.

To develop innovative methods for a comprehensive forecast quality
assessment, including the maximum skill currently attainable

4.

To facilitate the integration of multidimensional observational data x
of the atmosphere-ocean-cryosphere-land system as sources of
initial conditions, and to validate and calibrate climate predictions

5.

To achieve an improved forecast quality at regional scales by better
initialising the different components, an increase in the spatial
resolution of the global forecast systems and the introduction of
important new process descriptions
To assess the best alternatives to characterise and deal with the
uncertainties in climate prediction from both dynamical and
statistical perspectives for the increase of forecast reliability

6.

7.

To achieve reliable and accurate local-to-regional predictions via the
combination and calibration of the information from different sources
and a range of state-of-the-art regionalisation tools

8.

To illustrate the usefulness of the improvements for specific
applications and develop methodologies to better communicate
actionable climate information to policy-makers, stakeholders and
the public through peer-reviewed publications, e-based
dissemination tools, multi-media, examples for specific stakeholders
(energy and agriculture), stakeholder surveys, conferences and
targeted workshops

9.

To support the European contributions to WMO research initiatives
on s2d prediction such as the GFCS and enhance the European role
on the provision of climate services according to WMO protocols by
creating examples of improved tailored forecast-based products for
the GPCs and participating in their transfer to worldwide RCCs and
NHMSs.
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The main objectives of this Work Package are:


To implement and test a variety of techniques for ensemble generation, with the aim of
understanding the impact on the forecast quality, with a particular focus on increasing forecast
reliability at different forecast time scales.



To deal with the uncertainty due to initial conditions and its impact on error growth and to
investigate the benefit of initializing the ensemble predictions using a realistic set of initial
conditions or a set of initial conditions consistent with the model attractor.
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3. Detailed report on the deliverable
Below, we describe for each partner the experiment strategy and the respective results:
(I)
(II)

CNRS
IC3/ BSC

(III)

UHAM

(IV)

UNI Bonn

(V)

SMHI

Contribution (I) to (IV) focus on (i) ensemble generation, while contribution (V) focuses on (ii)
initialization.
(I)

CNRS

Idea: Our objective was to explore the impact of different initial state perturbation strategies on the skill
and reliability of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) predictions. In particular, our aim
was to assess the relative importance of atmospheric, oceanic and deep oceanic initial state
uncertainties on seasonal to decadal predictability, globally and regionally. For this, we considered a
perfect model configuration Starting from a 1000-yr long control simulation (CTL), two main strategies
of ensemble generation have been tested. In the first one, we applied a white noise on the 3D
temperature field of the oceanic initial state. This perturbation strategy, not relying on any knowledge of
the initial state uncertainties or the dynamic of the system a priori, can be used as a benchmark. In
contrast, the second strategy relies on our knowledge of the system dynamic. In this case, we used a
specific perturbation pattern of the 3D temperature field designed to optimally perturb the North Atlantic
heat content.
Significant results
White noise perturbations
Four ensembles differing by the geographical extent and the amplitude of the stochastic perturbation
applied globally to the oceanic temperature field at the first time step have been compared. It has been
found that white noise perturbations mimicking random oceanic uncertainties have the same impact as
an atmospheric-only perturbation on the future evolution of the ensemble at interannual timescale (figure
1) even if they are initially only located in the deep ocean. This is due to a fast error growth of the
atmospheric circulation that reaches saturation in one month regardless of the location of the initial
random perturbations (i.e. atmosphere, ocean, or deep ocean). The error growth of oceanic related
variables is then dominated by air-sea interactions through the seasonal mixed layer deepening at midlatitudes, and Kelvin and Rossby wave adjustment in the tropics. These results have lead to one
publication in Climate Dynamics (Germe et al., 2016).
Linear Optimal perturbations (LOP)
A set of seven ensembles has been performed to assess the impact of a specific perturbation pattern
of the 3D oceanic temperature field and its amplitude on the North Atlantic mean temperature (NAMT),
circulation and climate. All ensembles are generated the same way, i.e. applying a white noise on the
sea surface temperature (SST) field of the coupler as in the atmospheric-only perturbed ensemble
described above (Germe et. al., 2016). They differ only by the amplitude and/or sign of an oceanic
anomalous pattern applied as well to the initial state of the simulations (see Table 1 for a summary).
This pattern as been identified by Sévellec and Fedorov (2015), using the adjoint of the tangent linear
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version of the oceanic component of our coupled model (IPSL-CM5A-LR) as the most efficient to
generate a maximum anomaly of the NAMT 14 years later, associated to an earlier (i.e. 8 years forecast
range) maximum of the AMOC. It excites in particular a 24-yr oscillatory mode of both the NAMT and
the AMOC as in Sévellec and Fedorov (2013). It corresponds to large-scale anomalies in the subpolar
North-Atlantic, with largest amplitudes in the deep ocean. Several scaling factor of this pattern, sampling
a large range of the NAMT variability in CTL (Figure 2), have been tested in this study.
The LOP induces in the climate model an AMOC and NAMT anomaly as expected from the linear adjoint
model (Figure 3), although a bit earlier. To our knowledge, it is the first time that such test has been
performed, and it opens promising perspectives in terms of sensitivity analysis of ensemble simulation
to initial conditions. The response of the NAMT to the amplitude of the LOP is furthermore found to be
linear although weaker than the one identified in the linear model. This last point has not been fully
explained, but may be due to the damping effect of the natural variability in the fully coupled model.
The response of the ocean to the LOP has a significant signature on the North SST as well as
atmospheric surface temperature. Significant anomalies of precipitation over the Sahel region, due to a
shift of the Inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) has also been found in accordance with findings of
Mohino et al 2011 for example.

Figure 1: a,c, Ensemble mean of the SST averaged over 0-60°N and the AMOC defined as the maximum value of the zonal
mean stream function in [0-60°N, 500-2000m]. The black and dashed lines correspond to the whole control simulation time
series (CTL, 1000-year long) average and one standard deviation (STD) interval respectively. b,d, Ensemble spreads,
computed as the ensemble STD of CTL. Full circles correspond to values significantly different from the CTL STD according
to a Fisher test at the 95-confidence level. All indices are smoothed by a 3-year running mean before ensemble mean and STD
are computed. Black crosses correspond to ensemble mean and spread significantly different from the one of ATM, according
to a 95-confidence level Student and Fisher test respectively.
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Implication for the initialisation and ensemble generation
Although carried in a perfect model framework, the optimal perturbation analysis highlights the
importance of accurate oceanic density initialisation in the North-Atlantic at intermediate and higher
depths in decadal prediction systems. It also gives confidence in the potential of LOP to identify the
regions where small oceanic uncertainties grow maximally. These experiments show the potential value
of using LOPs to improve the ocean observing system and near term climate prediction reliability.

0.10

0.3

0.4

Regarding the ensemble generation issue, the white noise analysis has shown that oceanic
white noise perturbations are equivalent to the commonly used method consisting of perturbing only the
atmosphere to generate decadal prediction systems (e.g. Msadek et al., 2010; Yeager et al., 2012;
Persechino et al., 2013; or Knight et al., 2014). Therefore, due to its technical readiness, the classical
ensemble generation method remains, from our point of view, the best one at this stage. However, more
analyses still need to be performed on the impact of specific oceanic perturbation pattern on the
ensemble behaviour. In this context,
the optimal perturbation analysis0−300m
showed that the spread of the
AMT (whole column)
300−1000m
ensemble could be increased for a specific forecast range (not shown).
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Figure 2: North Atlantic mean temperature [NAMT, 30-70°N, 0-bottom] of different perturbation patterns. WN3D corresponds
to the white noise perturbation applied to the 3D temperature field used in the white noise dedicated analysis. LAG corresponds
to the perturbation of the 3D temperature field resulting
from lagging the oceanic state by 10 days. The yellow bar covers the
0
range of values obtained from lagging by 10 days a 20year long slice of daily time series of CTL. LOP corresponds to the linear
optimal perturbation pattern, N20 , N10… P20 referring to various amplitudes/signs of the pattern. REA corresponds to the
NAMT of the temperature anomaly field between two oceanic reanalysis (GLORYS2v3 and ORAS4). Grey shading highlights
one, two and three STD interval of yearly NAMT full time series of CTL (1000-yr long).
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Questions remain about the amplitude
of the pattern that should be used: a too large amplitude disrupts
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Figure 3: Left and middle panels, NAMT (1st row) defined as the oceanic temperature averaged over [30-70°N, 0-bottom]
and the AMOC (2nd row) defined as the maximum value of the zonal mean stream function in [0-60°N, 500-2000m]. The black
line corresponds to the CTL time series, while the color lines correspond to LOP ensemble means. On middle panel, the
shading corresponds to the 95-confidence interval on the ensemble mean according to a Student test. Right panels: amplitude
of the NAMT (1st row) and AMOC (2nd row) response to the LOP as a function of the LOP amplitude. This response is assessed
for the specific date highlighted by the vertical black line in middle panels. Color bars correspond to the 95-confidence interval
according to a Student test. The black line corresponds to the best linear fit. The grey shading corresponds to the expected
response in the linear model depending on the surface restoring.
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(II)

IC3/BSC

Introduction
Sea ice prediction is one of the best examples of cross-cutting activity between fundamental and useroriented research. The changing Arctic opens new opportunities for a wide range of stakeholders, but
at the same time remains a hostile environment for which reliable climate information is necessary to
fully support decision-making. At the strategic sub-seasonal to seasonal time scales, three elements
contribute to make a sea ice prediction uncertain: (1) uncertainty related to the model used for the
prediction (including systematic errors), (2) uncertainty related to the initial state, and (3) irreducible
uncertainty inherent to the climate system. Current sea ice prediction systems often account for (3), but
rarely for (2) and (1) up to a few exceptions (e. g., Guemas et al., 2014).
In the framework of the SPECS project, an ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) for sea ice data assimilation
is being implemented in the coupled general circulation model EC-Earth. Ensemble methods are
notoriously expensive to run in computational terms (at least, compared to variational methods) but offer
several advantages:




Since an ensemble of realizations (and not just one) are integrated in time, an ensemble
prediction can be started at any time from the restarts of the reanalysis produced, without
worrying about how to generate the prediction ensemble,
EnKF methods are multivariate, meaning that observational information on one variable is
sufficient to constrain all other non-observed variables,
The (sometimes complex) spatial dependence of state variables on one another is updated with
the flow and not fixed in time. In a changing climate, this property is highly desirable.

A schematics of how the EnKF works is shown in Fig. 4. For more in-depth explanations, see Evensen
(2003).

Figure 4: Principle of the ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF). During the forecast step, model error is explored by integrating N
model versions, each subject to a perturbation. The ensemble is then updated during the analysis step. The update is proportional
to the misfit of forecasts to the observation, and is weighted by the relative uncertainties in observations and forecasts. A new
forecast cycle is then started after the analysis step.
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Figure 5. September Arctic sea ice extent (oceanic area covered by at least 15% of ce) in the ensemble data assimilation
run (“EnKF”, red), in the free run (“No assim.”, blue) and in two observational references: the OSI-SAF product (green)
that is also the assimilated product, and the National Snow and Ice Data Center (black) estimate, to be considered as
more independent. The two bottom insets show the distribution of correlation between time series when either the OSISAF (left panel) or NSIDC (right panel) observational reference is used for assessment.

Experimental Setup
A long, ensemble sea ice reanalysis is currently conducted at the IC3/BSC-ES. For now, EC-Earth is
used in stand-alone configuration, that is, the atmosphere is prescribed (forcing DFS5.2, Dussin and
Barnier, 2015). For an EnKF to work properly, several choices have to be made.
1) Model used for integration. We use the NEMO3.6 ocean-sea ice modelling platform, which
encloses the LIM3 sea ice model. We run the model at ORCA1 (~1°, ~50 km near th poles)
resolution
2) Ensemble generation. At resolutions of ~1° and when they are forced by prescribed atmosphere,
ocean-sea ice models are deterministic. A method has been implemented to perturb the DFS5.2
forcing and create as many replicæ as needed (based on Meinvielle, 2012). The perturbations
respect the spatio-temporal characteristics of the original forcing and are representative of yearto-year variations in that forcing.
3) Product for assimilation. Sea ice concentration (SIC) retrieved from remote-sensing instruments
is assimilated. The model integrations start in 1974, and no assimilation is performed up to 1979
because no data is available. Between 1979 and 1993, the OSI-SAF SIC product (Eastwood et
al., 2015) is assimilated. From 1993 onwards, the ESA-CCI SIC (Ivanova et al., 2015) is
assimilated. Both products are known for their high quality and, in particular, for the fact that they
provide uncertainties in SIC along with the product itself. Information about uncertainty is
absolutely necessary for data assimilation (Fig. 1), hence these two unique products are
particularly suited for this exercise.
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Results
The ongoing sea ice reanalysis has already completed 20 years of simulation (1979-1998) and it is
already possible to make a basic assessment of its skill compared to a run without data assimilation.
The run with assimilation displays a smaller bias towards the observational reference used for
assimilation (Fig. 5). Although seemingly trivial, this result is a guarantee that the EnKF works as
expected. Using alternative observational references for validation (e.g., black line in Fig. 2) can lead to
different conclusions, highlighting the limited interest in comparing modelled and observed mean states.
This is why it is perhaps more interesting to focus on metrics that are independent of the mean bias,
such as the correlation coefficient. The two insets in Fig. 5 display the histograms of correlation of all 24
members of the assimilation ensemble with both products used for validation. The correlation of the
ensemble mean (different from the mean of the ensemble correlation, because this metric is non-linear)
is also displayed as a vertical red line. Finally, the correlation of the free run with the two products is
shown in blue. Independently of the validation product chosen, there is a systematic increase in the
correlation between the non-assimilated and assimilated simulations. The mean of the ensemble can
therefore be considered to better capture the variability of summer sea ice extent than the run without
assimilation.

Figure 6: September Arctic sea ice average thickness (1979-1999) in the assimilated run (left) and the free run (center).
The right panel is the difference between the left and center panels.

Sea ice thickness is not directly assimilated, but because of the multivariate framework of the EnKF, it
is updated when SIC is assimilated. We provide in Fig. 6 the spatial distribution of the average 19791998 sea ice thickness in the free run, in the assimilated run, and their difference. Overall, sea ice
thickness is increased in the assimilation run. We speculate that this is the result of an overall
underestimation of sea ice concentration of the free run; the filter creates new ice to bring sea ice
concentration towards the observed values. Now, sea ice concentration happens to be correlated
positively to sea ice thickness in summer. As a result, sea ice thickness is updated too. Because of the
lack of reliable sea ice thickness estimates during the period 1979-1998, it is difficult to check whether
this correction in sea ice thickness is going in the correct direction. Comparison with ICESat data
(available from 2004) will be envisaged when the full reanalysis will be completed.
Perspectives and conclusions
An ensemble Kalman Filter for sea ice concentration assimilation has been implemented in the climate
model EC-Earth. A first ensemble sea ice reanalysis obtained from a stand-alone configuration of ECEarth is available for 20 years. The next steps will be
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Assessment of the current reanalysis with respect to sea ice thickness products available during
the past years
Implementation of the EnKF in coupled configuration
Realization of retrospective seasonal sea ice predictions to investigate the role of improved initial
state on model skill
Implementation of the EnKF in the high-resolution version of EC-Earth (ORCA025, ~1/4°).
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(III) UHAM
Introduction
UHAM investigated the implementation of oceanic bread vectors with a vertically dependent norm
(Baehr & Piontek, 2014) in a seasonal prediction system (Baehr et al., 2014). Using these bred vectors,
we initialize hindcast simulations and compare them to hindcast simulations initialized with lagged initial
conditions. We quantify the ensemble spread by analyzing Talagrand diagrams and spread–error ratios.
We used coupled Max-Planck Institute Earth System Model (MPI-ESM; Jungclaus et al., 2013; Stevens
et al., 2013):
-

For decadal predictions, we compare two ensemble prediction experiments integrated in MPIESM low resolution setup (LR).

-

For seasonal predictions, we established the use of bread vectors early on in SPECS (Baehr et
al., 2015), and compare here the bred vector implementation between two model setups (LR
and mixed-resolution (MR)), including two different ensemble sizes (for MR only).

For LR, the atmospheric model (ECHAM6) is run with a resolution of T63 and 47 vertical levels. The
ocean component (MPIOM) is run with an average horizontal resolution of about 1.5 and 40 vertical
levels.
For MR, the atmospheric model (ECHAM6) is run with a resolution of T63 and 95 vertical levels. The
ocean component (MPIOM) is run with an average horizontal resolution of about 0.4 (TP04) and 40
vertical levels.
Decadal hindcasts: Experiment setup
We compare ensemble prediction experiments initialized from lagged initial conditions and initialized
from bred vectors obtained from breeding of the ocean component of MPI-ESM (Toth and Kalnay, 1993,
1997). For the lagged initialized ensemble, the CMIP5 decadal prediction experiments in MPI-ESM
(Baseline 0) are used (Müller et al., 2012). For the breeding initialization, the control simulation (here
the an assimilation experiment in MPI-ESM; Müller et al., 2012) is run a second time over the hindcast
period with perturbed initial conditions to generate initial conditions from bred vectors. The exact
implementation of the breeding method in the model is described in Baehr and Piontek (2013). Both
experiments are initialized with yearly start dates for 10 ensemble members per start date. Every
ensemble member is integrated for 10 years with start dates between 2001 to 2010.
To evaluate the quality of the ensemble prediction experiments, the ERA Interim reanalysis (Berrisford
et al., 2011) is used as a reference. We evaluate the spread-error ratio of the ensemble experiments as
in Ho et al. (2013) and Talagrand diagrams (Talagrand et al., 1997) in concert with the β-score (Keller
and Hense, 2011). For the analysis, we use bias corrected data. Talagrand diagrams and the β-score
are calculated for field means of 45°x45° bins. In addition, we evaluate the anomaly correlation
coefficient (ACC) for both ensemble experiments against ERA Interim.
Decadal hindcasts: Results
Anomaly of coefficient (ACC)
The anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC) for surface air temperature is calculated for both the breeding
initialized ensemble and the lagged initialized ensemble to analyze the forecast predictive skills as
shown in Fig. 7. The results show that the predictive skills for the bred initialized ensemble for most of
the analyzed regions are similar compared to a lagged initialized ensemble for near surface air
temperatures; showing for either method regions in which the respective method prevails over the other.
SPECS (308378) D32.1
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Note that the higher ACCs for the lagged initialization at longer lead times is largely a reproduction of
the trend.

Figure 7: Anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC) for surface air temperatures for lead years 2-5 and 6-9 for the
breeding initialized ensemble (left) and the lagged initialized ensemble (right). The ACC is calculated for nondetrended temperatures against ERAinterim.

Talagrand diagrams and β-score
The spread of the near surface air temperature for lead years 2-5 and 6-9 years in the breeding initialized
ensemble and the lagged initialized ensemble is estimated with the Talagrand diagrams and the βscore. The β-score > 0 represent overestimation (orange), β-score < 0 represent an underestimation
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(blue), and β-score = 0 represent similarity (white) of the ensemble spread in the hindcast compared
to ERAinterim, suggesting an underdispersed ensemble over all investigated lead times (Fig. 8a & 8b;
similar for lagged initialization (not shown)).
Using the β-score to compare, which ensemble (bread or lagged initialized) is closer to an ideal
ensemble spread compared to ERAinterim (β-score = 0; Fig. 8c & d), we find that the β-score for the
bread ensemble is closer to 0 than the β-score for the lagged ensemble in 14 out of 32 regions (2-5 lead
years; Fig. 8c) and 10 out of 32 (6-9 lead years; Fig. 8d), though in most regions the differences are not
significant.

Figure 8: (a) Talagrand and β-score for surface air temperatures for lead years 2-5 in breed initialized
ensemble, (b) Talagrand and β-score for surface air temperatures for lead years 6-9 in breed initialized
ensemble, (c) Talagrand and β-score for surface air temperatures for lead years 2-5 in breed initialized
ensemble (black) and the lagged initialized ensemble (red), and (d) Talagrand and β-score for surface air
temperatures for lead years 6-9 in breed initialized ensemble (black) and the lagged initialized ensemble
(red). The Talagrand and β-score are calculated for field means of 45°x45° bins. In 8a & b the β-score > 0
represent overestimation (orange), β-score < 0 represent an underestimation (blue) of ensemble spread in
the hindcasts compared to ERAinterim. Colored bins in 8c & d show whether the β -score of the lagged
ensemble is closer to 0 (orange) or the β -score of the bred ensemble is closer to 0 (blue).
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Decadal prediction: Spread-error ratio
The joint consideration of the predictive skills and the spread in terms of spread error ratio is shown in
Fig. 9. The results show that the lagged initialized ensemble performs better than the breeding initialized
ensemble of the near surface air temperature for the lead year 1. But for the rest of the lead years that
is 2-5 and 6-9 the predictive skills and spread is similar (regional improvements can be seen for either
method).

Figure 9: Spread-error ratio for surface air temperatures for lead years 2-5 and 6-9 for the breeding initialized
ensemble and the lagged initialized ensemble. The spread-error ratio is calculated after Ho et al. (2013)
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Seasonal hindcasts: Experiment setup
Seasonal hindcasts ensemble experiments were perturbed with bred vectors and for both LR-setups
and MR-setups initialized from assimilation experiments. These assimilation experiments were full-field
nudged to ERAinterim in the atmospheric component, to ORAS4 in the oceanic component and to
NSIDCdata in the sea-ice component (see Baehr et al., 2015 for a description for the LR-setup).
Seasonal hindcasts were initialized between 1982 and 2015 in every May and November with 10
ensemble members (LR) and 30 ensemble members (MR) each. The analysis of hindcast skill focuses
for both model setups and start dates on sea level pressure for lead months 2 – 4 (JJA for May starts,
and DJF for Nov starts).
Seasonal hindcasts: Results
Anomaly of coefficient (ACC)
The anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC) for sea level pressure shows seasonal dependence (Fig. 10
left vs right column), yet a continuous improvement from LR to MR and a larger ensemble (Fig. 10 top
to bottom row). These improvements are both in structure and in size generally larger and more robust
than the differences between the different ensemble generation methods investigated before (cf. Baehr
et al., 2015).

Figure 10: Anomaly correlation against ERAinterim reanalysis for sea level pressure calculated for two seasons JJA (left) and
DJF (right) in LR with 10 ensemble members (top), MR with 10 ensemble members (middle) and MR with 30 ensemble
members (bottom).
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Spread error reatio
While the ACC for SLP show continuous improvement over model setups and larger ensemble size, the
spread error ratio for DJF shows no general improvement, but regional differences with no clear direction
(Fig. 11).

Figure 11: Spread error ration against ERAinterim reanalysis for sea level pressure calculated for DJF (right) in LR with 10
ensemble members (top), MR with 10 ensemble members (middle) and MR with 30 ensemble members (bottom).

Hindcast skill for the NAO
Yet, the hindcast skill (in terms of ACC) for the North Atlantic Oscillation shows again continuous
improvement over the setups and the number of ensemble members (Fig. 12). The MR setup shows a
correlation of 0.43 for 10 ensemble members, and 0.58 for 30 ensemble members, while the LR-setup
shows no hindcast skill for the NAO. Note that the envelope/spread of the full MR 30 member hindcast
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ensemble is outside the ERAinterim reanalysis for most times, suggesting that the ensemble spread
could still be improved.

Figure 12: NAO timeseries for ERAinterim reanalysis (black), LR with 10 ensemble members (red), MR with 10 ensemble
members (thin blue) and MR with 30 ensemble members (thick blue).

Conclusions


A breeding implementation restricted to oceanic temperature, relying on the model physics to
perturb the velocity field, yields similar results as breeding of all variables that is typically used
by Yang et al. (e.g., 2006). Using a full water column depth-dependent vertical norm allows us
to include the deep ocean in the breeding norm, resulting in a representation of the subsurface
instabilities in the bred vectors.



Comparing lagged and bred initialized ensembles in terms of spread-error-ration and ACC
hindcast skill at both seasonal and decadal time scales results in minor (mostly regional)
differences between the methods, suggesting no clear advantage of one method over the other.



Analysing the hindcast skill of the seasonal prediction system largely in dependence of the
atmospheric resolution and the number of ensemble members showed clearer advantages of
both the higher vertical resolution in the atmosphere and the number of ensemble members than
the dependence on the different ensemble generation method. The advantages of the higher
atmospheric resolution and the larger ensemble are particularly strong for the NAO, yet not
generally mirrored in the spread-error ratio, which suggests an overdispersive ensemble.
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(IV)

Uni Bonn

Introduction
Two ensemble generation methods have been investigated and tested with respect to their integration
and application for operational seasonal to decadal forecasts. The first method was the Anomaly
Transform (AT) method which implements two different norms, the total energy (TE) norm and the ocean
heat content (OHC) norm. The purpose was to find the quantity which is more appropriate for extracting
the fastest error growth rates on inter-annual, seasonal, decadal or longer timescales. The development
of AT was a preparatory exercise aiming to define the rescaling factors needed for the breeding
technique. The second method was the Breeding Technique based on extracting the Bred Vectors (BV)
which during an iterative procedure enhance the non-linearly growth of the uncertainties. Process
orientated interpretation was needed such that the error growth rate stays restricted to a-priori selected
sets of slow modes, which represent specific physical processes in regions active on seasonal or
decadal timescales. An orthogonalization procedure in the full phase space representation of the
disturbances patterns was necessary to avoid a collapse of the BV to a set of nearly linear dependent
structures.
Description of Methods:
Anomaly Transform (AT)
The variability of the climate system needs to be estimated through ensemble integrations. They sample
the probability density function, accounting for uncertainty in the atmosphere, ocean and other initial
conditions. To run ensemble forecasts, initial conditions to be perturbed using methods which provide
orthogonality of the initial anomaly fields are thought to resolve the sample space more efficiently.
The input anomalies for the prognostic variables velocities temperature and salinity on a monthly mean
basis with respect to a specially selected reference state are preliminary calculated. These anomalies
are sampled such that they provide spatial-temporal low-pass filter either on a seasonal time scale or
on annual to decadal time scales. The weighting coefficients are calculated such that zonal and
meridional kinetic and potential energy components have equal contributions and the value of the TE
norm at initial time is equal to one (Romanova and Hense, 2015). An energy matrix is created from the
individual energy terms and the typical patterns characterizing the data are extracted by applying
common empirical orthogonal function (EOF). Fig.1 shows the perturbation amplitudes of SST as a
result of calculating the 1-st EOF of the energy matrices for different norms and different filters.
A general bipolar structure of the disturbances around the equator is found (Fig.12a) when the seasonal
filtering is applied. Since the anomalies on the seasonal filtering are defined as deviations of the previous
11 months relative to the monthly mean of December it is clear that the major signal shown in is due to
the seasonal cycle. This is independent of the respective norm. When applying the TE norm to
anomalies filtered on annual timescales (TEannual, the SST perturbations are strongest in areas of
intensive oceanic currents especially in the North Atlantic Drift, North Pacific Current, ENSO region,
Brazil and Antarctic Circumpolar Currents (ACC) (Fig.12b). The OHC norm (Fig.12c) provides weaker
disturbances in the Western Boundary Currents and stronger perturbations in equatorial Pacific, but
overall the two norms TE and OHC result in resembling global patterns. Using GECCO2 anomalies (Fig.
12d) to construct the perturbations amplitudes results in different spatial patterns in which the signs of
the disturbances appear opposite for the same geographical regions.
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Figure 12: Perturbation amplitudes of SST as a result of applying 1-st EOF of the energy matrices for different norms. a) SST
pattern for the total energy norm based on seasonal variability TEseasonal ; b) SST pattern for the total energy norm based on
inter-annual to decadal variability (TEannual ); c) SST pattern amplitude difference OHCannual and TEannual ; d) SST pattern
amplitude difference of SST between TEgecco and TEannual disturbances.

Bred Vectors (BV)
The Bred Vector Technique requires an a-priori random noise, which is bred over the time iteratively
until the nonlinear fastest growing errors are extracted. The growth rates of these non-linearly filtered
instabilities appear to approach the leading Lyapunov exponents (Toth and Kalnay, 1993) if the BV
process is continued over a long time period. Targeting decadal prediction it is searched only for the
slowest modes of the ocean physical processes, therefore it is implemented a BV variant which
determines local BV around an almost fixed in time oceanic state.
The metric used to scale the disturbed fields is the weighted total energy as a sum of zonal components
of the kinetic energy and the available potential energy. It imposes balanced conditions in the initial
fields. Perturbations are applied on the ocean temperature, salinity, meridional and zonal components
of the velocity. A rescaling coefficient of the initial fields between every iterative step is defined as a ratio
between the total energy growth at the first and the final state. Fig. 13 represents an example of the
ensemble mean perturbation growth rate, averaged with depth at the end of the breeding iterative
procedure. The regions of the fastest error growths are differentiated in zones active on a long
timescales, define the most uncertain geographical locations and are the spatial targets of the
disturbances. With these patterns a forecast/hindcast is initiated.
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Figure 13 Spatial pattern of ensemble mean perturbation growth rate (averaged with depth) at final iteration for eight Bred
Vectors, performed with MPI-ESM (LR). The unit of energy growth is dimensionless.

The model runs
AT experiments
Following the ensemble AT method, variety of initial conditions were created and different types of
ensemble simulations were performed with ECHAM6/MPIOM on T63L19/GR15 resolution. Each
ensemble is composed of 10 ensemble members, starting in January 1996 and is integrated for 10 years
forward. The ensemble types are as follows 1) normed with total energy including seasonal anomalies;
2) normed with total energy including decadal anomalies; 3) normed with ocean heat content based on
seasonal anomalies; 4) normed with ocean heat content based on decadal anomalies. The timeseries
of the total energy perturbation growth (Fig. 3) show that the ensemble spreads in the phase space have
the potential to approximate the uncertainties in a decadal forecast. The most reasonable spread is
obtained when the anomaly transform is based on the total energy norm with a decadal filtering of the
initial anomaly fields. Still the results were not satisfactory after the evaluation due to problems in the
strength of the initial amplitudes. To achieve an optimal effect, the amplitudes were linked to the
observational error estimates from GECCO2 ocean reanalysis (Köhl, 2014) through regression. The
initial conditions were generated using regular rotation on the surface of a hypersphere spanned by the
initial patterns. In this way every single perturbation pattern represents the observational error for the
exact time slice.
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Figure 14: Timeseries of total energy perturbation growth for each member of the four ensemble simulations initialized with a)
TE on seasonal filtering; b) TE norm on annual filtering; c) OHC norm on annual filtering and d) TE norm from perturbations
constrained to GECCO2 variability.

Additionally a hindcast experiment (Fig. 15) is performed with 10 member ensembles initialized every
year between 1990 and 2000 using data assimilated oceanic states GECCO2 to constrain the
amplitudes. Fig. 15 shows the large spread, which occur immediately after the start of the hindcast.

Figure 15: Timeseries of surface temperature anomalies (averaged over the upper 10 layers) for the hindcast, initialized at the
beginning of every year with GECCO2 constrained amplitudes.

BV experiments
Breeding routines are externally designed and are able to be implemented in different coupled climate
models through shell scripts. The routines do not depend on the model resolution and the time period
of the iterative looping is defined by the user. The breeding routines were initially implemented on
T31L31/GR30L40 with arbitrary initial conditions. Up to date the code is used on the LR (T63L19/GR15)
model version.
Eight Bred Vectors were calculated using 12 months looping period over 10 iterative steps. Investigated
are the rescaling coefficients and the change of global mean ocean temperature in the top layers
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between the iterations aiming to justify the saturation level of the error growth. The most sensitive
regions in the ocean responsible for inter-annual to decadal variability are localized by calculating the
error growth in terms of total energy change at the final state of the BVs (Fig. 12). An ensemble
simulation starting in 1993 initialized with the BVs shows the increasing spread along the integration
time (Fig. 16).

Figure 16 Timeseries of ocean surface temperature anomalies (averaged over the upper 10 layers) for the hindcast, initialized
at the year 1993 with 8 Bred Vectors.

Verification of the results
Validation analysis was applied to the ensemble simulations generated with AT and BV methods. For
this purpose, we used VECAP tool (Stolzenberger et al., 2015) developed in MIKLIP E and the SPECS
R-package evaluation tool. VECAP was used for calculating Analysis Rank Histograms (ARH) and beta
scores to characterize the spread of the ensembles around observational data sets. Evaluation of the
AT hindcast on independent data observational data sets and different reanalysis products was
conducted on the following evaluation metrics and variables: i) estimated energy perturbation growth
globally and vertically averaged; ii) exponential fit on time growth, growth rate; iii) box plots: lower and
upper whiskers and the outliers; iv) partitioning the total energy into kinetic and potential parts; v) RMS
of the perturbation patterns; vi) anomaly correlation coefficients (ACC); vii) Ensemble Spread Skill Score
(ESS). The evaluation of the hindcast showed that reasonable spreads were produced during the whole
integration period.
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Figure 17: Example reliability diagrams for 10°x10° box over the Tropical Atlantic for the lead years 1 (upper panel) and lead
year 5 (lower panel) for AT (on the left) and for Baseline 1 (on the right).

Additionally a comparison of the different ensemble generation methods, counting for AT, EnKF filter
(Brune et al. 2015) and lagged initialisations toward a set of reanalysis data including NCEP R2,
GECCO2, GFDL and MERRA is done for the ocean surface freshwater and heat fluxes. The following
scores were considered i) cumulative frequency distribution (probability estimates), across all grid points
for single hindcasts and single observation data set and the integrated squared difference of the
cumulative frequency distribution; and ii) the reliability diagrams (RD), representing the relative observed
frequency plotted against the estimated probabilities. Fig. 17 shows an example of reliable/unreliable
forecast for the surface freshwater fluxes at Tropical Atlantic, where the skill of the forecast is measured
in a 10°x10° horizontal box. In this location the AT performs better than the lagged initialisation
(Romanova et al. 2016). On a seasonal timescales the success of a prediction is shown by calculating
the zonal mean of the seasonal cycle of the surface heat fluxes (Fig. 18). Although that the amplitude
of the seasonal cycle forecast is overestimated in the Northern Hemisphere, the main features of the
global seasonality is preserved and is in accord with the observational data.
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Figure 18: Zonal mean seasonal cycle of the ocean surface heat fluxes for AT hindcast and the independent reanalysis NCEP
and the observational field OAFlux.

Discussion/conclusions with the main results and whether this would be applicable in an
operational setting (at all or anytime soon)
The two ensemble generation methods the AT based on orthogonal initial perturbations and BV based
on iterative breeding of the fastest error growth were successfully constructed, tested and implemented
into the MPI-ESM prediction system. Hindcast and forecasts were performed and the results were
evaluated using many different evaluation scores toward independent reanalysis and observational
data. The routine are constructed in an autonomous way that they could be easily integrated to any
other prediction system. The parameters of the space resolution, number of iterative steps and the time
period of looping for the BV routines could be externally given by the user. The AT scripts permit a
selective time filtering on seasonal, annual or decadal timescales.
Overall the success of the implemented Ensemble Generation methods on inter-annual timescales and
on a global scale are measured up to 5%. The maximum asset is achieved at the fifth lead year. The
highest profits of the methods are found on regional scales. However, improvements of the ensemble
generation algorithm especially in the BV technique can lead to better forecast/hindcast performance. It
is reasonable to put efforts for developing different versions of the methods with respect of perturbations
amplitude restrictions.
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(V)

SMHI

1. Full vs anomaly initialization - Aim
An alternate for the initialisation of long-term predictions, focused on the accurate representation of the
climate spectral properties (phase and amplitude of its main variability) at the initial time was
implemented and tested. Using the classical grid-point anomaly initialisation, due to differences between
model's and observed climatologies the grid-point initial anomalies may change the 3d gradients even
if a normalisation is applied. If this inconsistency has a larger-scale, it affects the phase representation
of the slow modes of variability at the initial time and hence results in a phase-error that propagates
over decadal time-scale. As an example we show in Fig.19 the monthly skill of AO forecast (black line)
for yearly starting decadal forecasts, together with a coherence indicator (model versus observed) of
the AO phase and tendency at the initial time. It can be seen that decades with highest skill are
systematically those in which both the initial phase and its initial tendency are correctly represented.
Here, we implemented a method of spectral initialisation and compared it's skill in a limited number of
selected numerical experiments against the classical - grid-point initialisation. For each variable to be
initialised, leading modes are identified in observations and model and the initial observed state is
projected, being expressed using only eigenvectors of model's basis. A projection that allows for phase
initialisation is here based on maximal correlated modes. Verified over an ensemble of 46 decadal
simulations (yearly starting over 1961-2005), The spectral (or modes) initialisation, verified over an
ensemble of decadal simulations already performed with a grid-point initialisation – on selected cases
(the lowest skill with grid-point initialisation) showed systematic increased decadal prediction time
correlation skill.
Method
The method is based on successive orders of accuracy in phase estimation. At first order we estimate for a given variable to be initialized - the initial phase' sign and amplitude. To this a further accuracy is
acquired by accounting for phase tendency over a given range unit: this is further reduced (halved),
reducing so the range of uncertainty at periods; further on, the accuracy increases iteratively when the
initialisation accounts gradually shorter time-scales.
At the first order, we consider the observed variable's initial state and project it onto model space. We
decompose the initial state in its own (observed) basis, and then project the observed eigenvectors onto
the model basis. For an orthogonal projection, if one would use the full basis, then a re-construction
(adding respectively observed model climatology) would give the classical Full-Field / Anomaly
initialisation methods. The aim is however to initialise the physically useful information (e.g. the phase
of the main modes) in model's space, so we perform: - we select relevant modes; - - we use for the
eigenvectors projections a spatial correlations matrix (projection matrix) that gives strongest
correspondence among modes and allows to attribute the standardised spectral coefficients (e.g.
initialise the phase); the spectral coefficients are scaled to account for observed/model variability ratio.
The projection matrix is computed only once for all initial dates.
For the ocean variables initialised: zonal (u) and meridional (v) currents, temperature (t) and salinity (s)
this matrix is shown for the first 15 modes in Fig.20 (a,b), for the period 1960-2005. We note diagonal
structures in the matrix, that indicates differences of variability between observations and model, more
pronounced, for the first modes, for u and v components.
Results
Fig.21 shows eigen values fromprojection of initially observed v - meridional component of the oceanic
current – on the 1st Nov 1970. We note that the difference between observed and model representations
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of the initial state is reflected by strong amount of variance on one direction that is out of the model
variability range - (in that case, in the mode 2).This overestimated eigen value is filtered out by the rescaling procedure. It is interesting to note that this out-of-range spectral coefficient (a general feature of
observations-model projections) expresses the modal distribution of the differences between any initial
trajectory's position relative to either the model respectively the observed attractor. In other words this
indicates that the initial drift of trajectory towards model's climate is dominated by one single major
adjustment process rather than to small interactive adjustments, hence spectral projection may give
insight on the the physical basis of the first year drift.y After applying the spectral initialisation, the wellknown initial drift towards model's climate is no more seen: hence, this procedure already is positioning
, as expected , the initial state in the model's attractor. We verified this initialisation method for those
decades that shown lowest skill when using grid-point initialisation 1965,1975,1981,1987,1995
(Fig.22c).
In all these cases there is a systematic improvement of the skill compared to the one obtained with
classical grid-point initialisation (Fig.22c), with lowest / highest improvement for lowest (e.g. decade
based 1965) /highest (e.g. decade based 1987) classical skill.).
The sensitivity to variables' choice and to the initialised modes was analysed. Two features need to be
mentioned. One is the fact that the highest skill is obtained when only temperature and salinity fields are
initialised This is illustrated in Fig.22a, where the t2m annual global mean time correlation against ERA
data - with classical grid-point method is 0.36 (Fig.4c), the skill after spectral initialisation of u,v,t and s
is 0.50 and if initialising only temperature and salinity, the skill becomes 0.71. This response may be
related to higher differences between the observed and model's variability in the case of u and v as
discussed in Fig.20a. The other result is that indeed there is a threshold in the amount of physical
information that needs to be initialised: we obtain that increasing the number of eigen vectors from 5 to
10 does not improve (in opposite it decreases) the skill (Fig.22b). This aspect needs to be further
carefully quantified and accounted for.
Conclusions
We implemented and tested a spectral method of initialisation for multi-year prediction. The aim was to
ensure an accurate phase and amplitude of the main modes of variability at initial time, in model's space.
This property cannot be really provided by the classical (grid-point) anomaly initialisation method while
using a full-field initialisation – the observed phase is present at the initial time but immediately
undergoes a transient adjustment that makes phase-accuracy preservation uncertain. The results
obtained here are encouraging as they provide systematically improved skill. However, the method
should be validated on a larger set of experiments.
The method can be used in a selective way depending e.g. on the forecast range (e.g. targeting
initialisation of those modes that are main drivers over the period of interest) and/or on remote
teleconexions of interest for the interval of forecast – or in other words to perform process-based
initialisation. In this regard the method's sensitivities analysed here show that the prediction skill is
sensitive to: - the initial information passed to the model (more initial information does not necessarily
bring more accurate prediction); - and to the balance constraint at the initial time (which variables to be
initialised).
2. Role of sea-ice initialization - Aim
We analysed if there is any direct impact from sea-ice initialisation on the prediction skill at decadal timerange or this is mainly driven by atmospheric and ocean processes.
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A link between seasonal sea-ice variability and regional NH response was identified in observations
(Koenigk et al, 2015). Here we investigated: - if such a link extends on the decadal time scale; - if this
is reproduced by the model; its mechanism; and- its impact on decadal prediction skill
Method
We performed ensemble simulations of 4 members over decades based 1980, 1990, 2000, 2005 each
ensemble with perturbations of only the sea-ice initial conditions (and modifying underlying ocean
temperature accordingly). We then stratified for each decade, the simulations, upon their prediction skill
for T2m global mean at decadal range.
Results and Conclusions
The stratification selects the highest skilled experiment versus the ensemble of the other three
experiments of the ensemble for each decade. Fig.23 shows the initial state difference between: the
highest skilled experiment minus Observations (first column), the highest skilled experiment sst minus
the average sst of the other three simulations of same decade (second column) ; and the sea-ice cover
difference between the highest skilled and the average sea-ice cover of the three other experiments of
the decade (third column). In all cases the first two columns are in opposite phase indicating that the
lowest skilled simulations are always (in these ensembles of experiments) associated with highest
ssterrors over Arctic and Antarctic high latitudes that are due to highest errors in the pre-imposed seaice (as seen in the second and third columns). The difference in skill is significant (Table2) showing that
the anomalies of Arctic and Antarctic sea-ice have an important role in driving predictability at decadal
range and need to be accurately initialised.

Figure 19: Correlations of forecasted and observed AO index (black – 46 decades starting 1960-2005); green (positive value
shows same AO phase sign to the observed one); red circles: (positive values show same AP tendency as the observed one).
We note that significant positive correlation is obtained for both: phase' sign and tendency correct initialisation.
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Figure 20: a) Matrix of highest space correlated EOF modes between observations and model climatology for: temperature
(t), salinity (s), zonal current (u) and meridional current (v) in the ocean (first 15 Observed modes, on Ox) for 42 vertical
levels (levels on Oy). Model modes highest correlated are searched among first 40 (colours). A one-to-one correspondence is
indicated by x=constant vertical belts.

Figure 21: SST modes (1 to 10 in each panel) correlation (value on Oy) with the first model's 46 SST EOF modes. Green and
yellow lines represent the statistical significance at 95% p-level.
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Figure 22: Observed zonal ocean current (top layer) 1 st Nov. 1970, projected on model's EOF basis from 1960-2005
climatology. Shown are the first 5 eigen values of the observed values in 1970 1 st Nov after observation's projection on model's
basis. Note the second eigenvalue is outside model's variability.
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Figure 22: a) Tine series of global annual temperature t2m (example for decade based 1995) from experiments: ERA (black),
classical anomaly initialisation (full line, red), phase correction method of u,v,ts,s (blue dot-dash line) and phase correction for
only temperature (t) and salinity (s) (blue, dashed line); b) global t2m annual mean - phase correction of all variables (u,v,t,s)
for first 10 modes (red) and first 5 modes (blue) versus ERA (black) – (example for decade based 1974); c) t2m decadal timecorrelation with ERA for each decade based 1st Nov, 1962-1996 for: non-initialised predictions (black), initialised predictions
(green) and initialised and bias-corrected predictions (yellow). Red stars show the skill of “phase-correction” method for
decades based: 1965,1975,1981,1987 and 1995.
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Figure 23: Column 1: the first month SST difference between best skill experiment – of an ensemble of 5 members and
observations; column2: the SST difference between best experiment and the lowest skill experiment for same decade; column
3: the first month sea-ice cover difference between highest and lowest skill experiments (as for SST).

Table1: Anomaly correlation of global annual surface temperature (ts) for the 4 starting dates: for each starting date we show
the ts time correlation (with ERA data) for the highest (top) / lowest (bottom) sea-ice error among the 4 experiments.

Maximal
error

sea-ice 0.23

0.18

-0.05

0.53

Minimal
error

sea-ice 0.82

0.58

0.51

0.85
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6. Efforts for this deliverable
Partner

16 CNRS
1. IC3/BSC
15 SMHI
20.UHAM
Total

Person-months
(actual)
18
9.76
4.55
21
53.31

Personmonths
(in-kind)

Period covered

M1-M48
M1-M48
M1-M 48
M1- M48
M1- M48

7. Sustainability
While on different time scales, in different models and in different (initialized and uninitialized
frameworks), the different ensemble generation methods implemented by CNRS, Uni Hamburg and Uni
Bonn are overall in the same direction: impact in terms of predictive skill of the different perturbation
techniques can be found on all spatial and temporal scales. Yet, the impacts of a specific technique are
not obviously discernable between different methods, and not necessarily robust across different
metrics.
Hence, most implemented methods showed overall equivalent results to the commonly used methods.
Therefore, in many circumstances, an important decision criterion for the respective ensemble
generation technique might be its technical readiness and the practicalities of the implementation.1
Yet, the individual approaches whether on ensemble generation or initialization itself, in particular those
going back to the fundamental questions, also provided promising insights and results. In particular, the
investigation of the error growth, the dependence of the hindcast skill/ensemble quality at regional
scales and/or the dependence of the state of the climate at the initialization time are promising directions,
which should be explored further.
A promising, yet not fully explored avenue, seems the improved initialization of sea-ice, either with an
ensemble Kalman Filter or with state-dependent initialization. Further, the question, which metrics
should be used to quantify the quality of the ensemble requires further analysis.
In practical terms:
- the results of UHAM led to the use of the ‘new’ ensemble generation technique (oceanic bred
vectors, with a vertically varying norm) in all seasonal MPI-ESM experiments in SPECS (e.g.,
tasks 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 4.1.2, 4.1.3).
- we also established strong links to the national German MIKLIP project, through the exchange
of core ideas, methods and evaluation tools, which will enter the process of establishing an
operational decadal prediction system.
- The ensemble reanalysis of sea ice produced using the ensemble Kalman filter will be archived
in an public repository (likely PANGAEA, https://www.pangaea.de/) to reach a maximum of
potential users. Expected users of this dataset are the EC-Earth consortium, the ECMWF, and
the polar community looking for alternatives to the widely-used PIOMAS dataset.

1

Note that these rather ‘pragmatic’ view has also been used by the German MiKlip program for decadal
predictions, in which’s context the Uni Bonn results should be seen.
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